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Pitch perfect sock puppet song

100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Terms Privacy AdChoicesRSSHelpAbout Responses Community Guide Leadership Board Knowledge Partners Points LevelsSend Feedback Edit Comments Share F You Album: Pitch Perfect: Original Movie Soundtrack Released: December 18, 2012 By: Lily Allen
Speth by: Sockapellas Place: Regional F You Lily Allen Best in Pitch Perfect. It's sing by the Socapellas. Lyrics (edit source) Sockapellas: Look inside your tiny mind Now look a little harder because we're so uninsved, so sick and tired of all the hate you harbor So you say it's not ok to be gay Well I think you're just evil
you're just some racist, that can't tie my lace your point of view very much because we hate what you do and we hate your whole team so please don't stay in touch f you f you very, very much ' Because your words don't translate And it gets pretty late, so please don't stay in touch Video edited source Lily Allen - Fuck
You F You - Sockapellas (Official Soundtrack) Community Content is available according to CC-SA unless otherwise stated. In: Capella groups, Small Characters Edit Comments Share Sockappellas are another a cappella group that have made it to the ICCA Regional, since their name suggests that they use sock dolls
while they sing. For this they derided fat Amy and Aubrey thinks they are laughing sock, while Beca defends them by saying that at least they are different. For their performance they sang Lilly Allen's song F'ck You. Despite their enthusiasm and unique style they didn't qualify for the next round as they were barely beaten
by Barden Bellas earning them third place, while it was announced that they could be seen standing behind Bellas and while some of the members were proud of their lead singer position, obviously not happy at last. After the regional they saw the backstage of the Karolinska University Center for the Performing Arts and
considered the fight between the Trebles and the Tonehangers, they didn't show up again for the rest of the film. Famous members of Editing Source Maya Estefanos - Sockappella #1 Brian Mason XIV - Sockappella #2 Xavier Joe Wilcher - Sockappella #3 Julia Friedman - Sockappella #4 Esther Long - Sockappella #5
Aakomon Jones - Sockappella #6 Trivia as shown when John Smith comments during their performance that it is not best for everyone after high school. Aacomon Jones, the film's choreographer, appears as one of the Sockappellas. Gallery edit source Sockapellas ending his speech at the regional Sockapella
Sockapellas sock doll in sync with each Sockapellas Works Together Brian Mason XIV - Sockapella #2 Maya Estefanos - Sockapella #1 Xavier Joe Joe - Sockapella #3 Julia Friedman - Sockapella #4 Esther Long - Sockapella #5 Aakomon Jones - Sockapella #6 A Cappella group of minor community content characters
available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Licensing License License Sync Originals Highlights 2 Versions 3 All look inside, look inside your tiny mind Then look a little tricky because we're so uninskhoved, so sick and tired of all the hate you harbor So you say that it's not normal to be gay Well, I think you're
just evil you're just some racist who can't tie my shoelaces to your point of view of medieval f you, f you very, very much because we hate what you're doing and we hate your whole team so please don't stay in touch f you, f you very, very much , Because your words don't translate and it gets pretty late So don't get on
with it.
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